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Harmonizing Power, Love and Light in Women 

In most religions, God is described as having a triple nature. Christianity talks about the mystery of the 

Trinity: “There is one God but in 3 Divine persons - the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.” Hinduism talks 

about Shiva (the Destroyer), Vishnu (the Preserver), and Brahma (the Creator). Islam too proclaims God as 

Almighty, All Merciful and All Knowing. 

 

Human Expressions of the Trinity 

 

This Trinity of Divinity is also found in humans in the form of: 

 

1. Will-Power 

This quality can be expressed as the power of stamina, vitality, strength, endurance, speed and 

persistence. It can also be used as a force of positive destruction of negative or obsolete things for 

reconstruction. Vitality and discipline are developed in parallel with this virtue. It creates  higher impact in 

what we do and also helps us to finish what we start.  

 

2. Love-Wisdom  

This can be expressed as compassion, understanding, inclusiveness and joy. Its virtues express 

benevolence, altruism and sacrifice. Jesus and proclaimed saints who were martyred became the 

champions of love and devotion through sacrifice. Christian teachings also talk about Jesus’ miracle of 

healing the sick and other miracles demonstrating the love and devotional aspects of a Master through 

forgiveness. 
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3. Creative Intelligence  

This quality is demonstrated through the power of the mind with innovation, creativity, objectivity and 

practicality. It encompasses the two aspects of the mind - the concrete mind which is used for logical 

reasoning, data analysis, scientific and technical endeavors; and the abstract mind, which is applied in 

strategizing, understanding philosophies and principles.   

 

Would you like to know what happens when there is: 

 

Too much Will-Power without Love or Creative Intelligence 

 

 
 

 

Too much Love without Will-Power or Creative Intelligence 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Too much Creative Intelligence without Love or Will-Power 

 

 
 

 

 

 Lack of love and the heart in a person with very strong will-

power creates a tyrant, dictator and destroyer. Such a person 

can attract a lot of enemies, be feared or disliked. 

 The lopsided development of excessive will, power and force 

without a good mind can result in hasty execution of projects 

without planning and unsustainable success.  

 

 This condition creates great vulnerability in one’s character and 

results in victimhood. Too much love without will-power 

amplifies fear, anxiety and guilt. Such a person becomes too 

inclusive and slow in decision-making.  If you were such a boss, 

you would not be able to fire inefficient people. 

 Love without strategy is the problem of well-meaning mystics 

and meditators who have all the dreams of service, but no plans 

to execute them for lack of resources and a sound game. Such 

people also over preserve, hoard and get attached to obsolete 

things due to the lack of creativity, innovation and resources.  

 

 This condition creates people who are fault finding, over 

critical and attract many enemies. You will be unhappy 

and challenged if your partner has this imbalance. 

 On the other hand, too much intelligence without Will 

results in a lot of discussion and business meetings 

without the power of execution. Such people lack speed 

of execution and easily quit when faced with blockages 

or struggles. 

 



 

Integrated Leadership to Live Your Greatest Life 

 

By developing the three aspects of your Trinity equally, you can balance your nature and achieve greater 

results beyond your expectations. A good heart, mind and will-power will make you an integrated leader of 

leaders who is Successful, Fulfilled and thrives in any adversity. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On this International Women’s Day and every day, remember to boost your Will-Power to keep on going; 

express Love through service and expand the results of your work with Creative Intelligence.  

 

You can then Live Your Greatest Life!  

 

 

 

FREE LECTURE 

 

Master Del Pe’s talk   

Harmonizing Power, Love and Light in Women 

Click here to listen 

 
 

Will-power 

Love-Wisdom Creative Intelligence 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2O7_n_StuM&t=65s


 

 
 
           

#PressforProgress 

Collectively We Can All Play A Part 

 

The findings of the World Economic Forum’s 2017 Global Gender Report tell us that gender parity is over 

200 years away.  Hence, the theme for this year’s International Women’s Day (March 8) is 

#PressforProgress. 

 
The good news is that across the world, women are making positive gains day by day. There's indeed a very 
strong and growing global movement of advocacy, activism and support. 

Now, more than ever, there's a strong call for action to press forward and progress towards gender parity. 
So, do what you can to truly make a positive difference in the lives of women. Motivate your friends, 
colleagues and community to think, act and be gender inclusive.  

 

Promo of the Month 

10% OFF ON  

Quality Parenting for Modern Families 

1-day Online Workshop  
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program Take-Aways 
 
Learn:  
1. How to manage a family with more organized leadership and better-quality parenting 
2. How to organize modern families to maximize their performance and balance their life 
3. Tools for times savers, delegation strategies, family auditing and goal setting 
4. Solutions for stress and fatigue management 
5. About the 7 cycles philosophy and its application for decision making and quality parenting 
6. A new philosophy on quality parenting through the principle of the 8 types of children and how to 
parent them differently 
7. A weekly schedule and routine that includes new tools to heal yourself and get revitalized fast. 
 

Yes  Click here to register 

 

 

  Enlightened-Life Retreat 

April 24 to May 6 at MDP Village, Cervantes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“For some, it is easier to manage a corporation than to manage a family. Professionals have degrees 
and training in business management, but not in Parenthood. Someday there will be a Masters in 
Parenting. And then the world will be different.” 

- Master Del Pe 
 

 

 

The Enlightened-Life Retreat will surprise you with a 
breakthrough strategy to rapidly achieve enlightenment in 
this lifetime. Its take home teachings will lead you to a 
quantum leap of consciousness beyond your expectation.  

  

Master Del Pe designed this comprehensive program to 
spiritually jumpstart participants to find their higher path 
and start creating breakthroughs in life. You can say that 
after this immersion program, participants will experience a 
quantum leap of consciousness leading to inner life 
initiations. The spiritual initiation performed by Master Del 
Pe with the participants includes awakening their Soul 
connections while activating their sacred fire to a high 
degree, resulting in spiritual alchemy. Any serious seeker of 
the higher path will find this enlightenment process not 
only a blissful experience but worth dying for. 

Click here to register 
 

http://www.masterdelpe.com/contact
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0f8109_ea1565a4c2934a72b3d2d9739b676eb4.pdf
http://www.masterdelpe.com/contact


 

 
Coming soon…  

 
International Convention on Higher Consciousness 

September 21 to 23 at MDP Village, Cervantes 
 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Success to Fulfillment 

E-book available on Amazon and iBooks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

         

 

“This extraordinary book lays out an exciting pathway of 

wisdom and guidance that will lead you to success and 

achievement beyond your dreams.” 

- Brian Tracy, Author, Million Dollar Habits 
 

This book shows you how it is possible to unfold the 
wisdom of an enlightened Master and equip yourself with 
the heart of Mother Teresa, the mind of Einstein, the will-
power of Mahatma Gandhi and the financial freedom of a 
wealthy philanthropist. It contains a depth and 
intelligence that are rare in contemporary society. 
 

 
Get your copy today! 

 

 

Program Highlights 

 Maximize your human potential by awakening your higher 

consciousness 

 Equip yourself with spiritual tools, inner martial arts, 

meditation and energy medicine techniques 

 Solve day-to-day issues like stress, sleep issues, crises and life 

blockages 

 Learn universal philosophies, Eastern Wisdom teachings and 

Esoteric Science to enhance your current education 

 Become a channel of positive change and higher spiritual 

service for global transformation.  

 

Convention Leader 

Master Del Pe 

https://www.amazon.com/Success-Fulfillment-Applying-Himalayan-Masters/dp/0971767629
https://itunes.apple.com/dk/book/from-success-to-fulfillment/id927512957?mt=11


 

 
                  

                  LIVE PROGRAMS IN MARCH 
 

International Tele-Healing 
March 3:  10 pm - 11:30 pm (Philippine Time) 
(Click here to convert to your time zone) 

Join our monthly International Tele-Healing and be healed by Master Del Pe, world expert in Energy 

Healing and founder of BEwell Science and his team of Advanced Healers! Only USD 150 per person. (A 

discounted 3 month package is USD 350-; a six month package is USD 600-).   

Click here to register.    

Esoteric Time with MDP (By Invitation) 

March 4: 8 pm - 9:30 pm (Philippine Time) 
(Click here to convert to your time zone)  

Master Del Pe shares his advanced teachings with his senior students and answers their questions with 

esoteric information not found anywhere else! (1 month: USD 100, 6 months: USD 510, 12 months: USD 

900)  

Click here to register.  
 
 

 

Best-selling workshops to upgrade your  

Life's Tool-Kit in less than 24 hours 

 

Esoteric Science Department Path     

Awaken the Power of your Soul and with the programs offered under this path.  

Enroll for: 

1. Mantric Yoga Made Easy 
2. Balancing Your Material and Spiritual Life - Awakening and Balancing 

 Your 15 Chakras  
3. Sexual Alchemy and Divine Intimacy 

and many more exciting online programs… 
 
Get a Certificate for each program that you attend and a Diploma in Esoteric Science once you complete 
all the programs offered under this Path. 
 
This Path leads to the Enlightened Life Retreat for a holistic transformational life experience! 

https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html
http://www.masterdelpe.com/contact
https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html
http://www.masterdelpe.com/contact
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0f8109_ea1565a4c2934a72b3d2d9739b676eb4.pdf


 

 

Meditation Department Path 

Get enlightened with the easy and practical  
programs offered under this path. 
 
 
Enroll for: 

1. JustBE free self- healing meditation 
2. JustBE alive rejuvenation strategy  
3. Inner Renewal Meditation to heal your past, transform your present and energize your future PLUS 

7 effective meditation programs. 
 

Get a Certificate for each program that you attend and a Diploma in Meditation once you complete all the 
programs offered under this Path. 
 
This Path leads to the Enlightened Life Retreat for a holistic transformational life experience! 

 

 

Healing Science Department Path 

 

 
 

Enroll for: 

1. BEwell Science (Basic) for self-healing and rejuvenation. 

2. BEwell Science (Intermediate) to heal others fast and effectively. 

3. PsychoEnergetics to heal advanced cases. 

and many more workshops to become an advanced healer!  

Get a Certificate for each program that you attend and a Diploma in Healing Science once you complete all 

the programs offered under this path. 

This Path leads to a certification to be a professional trainer and specialist and a master healer! 

 

Life-Tools Development Path 

Learn Powerful Life Tools to Master the Law of Timing,  

Maximize your performance in life and become  

a Leader of Leaders. 

 
 

 

Learn Powerful Energy Medicine Strategies with the programs 

offered under this path. You will be able to heal many health 

imbalances and unblock life issues in a scientific manner.  

 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0f8109_ea1565a4c2934a72b3d2d9739b676eb4.pdf


 

Enroll for: 

1. 7 Cycles of Life (Basic) for excellent decision making. 

2.  Maximize Your Performance While Balancing Your Life 

3. 8 Types of leaders Every Leader Should Know 

4. Wisdom Feng Shui for offices and homes. 

and many practical tools to bring a positive change in your life! 

Get a Certificate for each program you attend and a Diploma in Life Tools Development once you 

complete all the programs offered under this path. 

This Path leads to the Balanced Life Retreat to improve and make life more meaningful and fulfilling.  

 

      

 

         FREE CONSULTATIONS 
       

for Life-Coaching and Healing that really work! 
  

           text: +1.213.769.9669,  +63.928.843.2802 

         skype: mdp_village 

         email: info@masterdelpe.com 
  

 

 

 

 

Visit Master Del Pe's Facebook 
 

Check out Master Del Pe's website 
 

and don't  miss out on Master Del Pe's World Longevity Resort in the  
 

 

CONTACT US 
 
Text/WhatsApp: +1.213.769.9669 (International), +63.928.843.2802 (Philippines)  

Email: info@masterdelpe.com 

MDP Village, Cervantes, Ilocos Sur - 2718, Philippines  

 

 

MDP Village 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0f8109_4ff7d04b1a734ee8a7482037f2f2045e.pdf
http://www.masterdelpe.com/contact
tel:(213)%20769-9669
tel:+63%20928%20843%202802
http://www.masterdelpe.com/contact
http://www.facebook.com/masterdelpe
http://www.masterdelpe.com/
http://www.masterdelpe.com/contact
http://www.mdpvillage.com/
http://www.mdpvillage.com/

